
EXECUTIVE PADS 
Top 10 Dos and Don’ts 

 
1. Please DO use separate order forms for each pad if you’re ordering multiple pads. We’ve found that 

trying to fit numerous pads onto one order forms makes mistakes like incorrect initial proofs or 
misunderstandings about quantities much more likely! If you’re ordering a lot of pads and they’re all 
the same font, ink color, size etc. we can accept an order form with a typed list of names instead of 
multiple, nearly identical order forms. 

 
2. Please DO note that when ordering one of the combo packs, the personalization on each pad has to 

be identical, meaning the same copy, color, and layout. This is how we can offer those bundles at 
such a great price! 

 
3. Please DO let us know if you’d like the pad to arrive to your customer without glue – for example, 

if they’re using the paper as letter sheets (a #10 or business envelope fit our letter sheets nicely). 
That’s not problem for us as long as it’s indicated on the order form. 

 
4. Please DON’T order a pad with a bleed (i.e. a design going off of the edge). We pre-cut our pad 

paper, so we have to keep all designs about a ½ inch in from the edges.  
 

5. Please DO feel free to add lines to the pad, but note that there is an $18 fee (wholesale) per pad 
when lines are added. Lines require a lot of extra ink in the printing and that fee is necessary for us 
to cover our costs.  
 

6. Please DO be aware of the sizes of the pads. They are: 
• Small measures 4.25x5.5” 
• Skinny measures 3.5x8.5” 
• Large measures 5.5x8.5” 
• Square measures 7x7” 
• Market measures 4.25x11” 
• Letter measures 8.5x11” 

 
7. Please DO know that we can print a custom ink color for a $75 (wholesale) fee which would apply 

once for the entire order. If your customer would like to use a custom color, we’ll need a PMS color 
to match. If they don’t want to pay that fee, we do ask that you choose one of our ink colors. We 
have many beautiful options. 

 
8. Please DON’T hesitate to group a few orders together to save on shipping. That said, we do need 

all of the pads in the order to be proofed at the same time.  
 

9. Please DON’T order pads with edge painting, foil printing, or letterpressing. We agree that a 
custom foil stamped pad sounds fabulous…. but unfortunately isn’t possible with this paper or at 
this price point. 

 
10. Please DON’T ever hesitate to call us with questions! It’s what we’re here for! Our phone number 

is 866.740.4222.  

 


